
2034 DFWNANNUKU SANGAM 

Subject: English    Name: ____________ 

Strand: Listening and Speaking.

Sub-strand: Language Learning processes and strategies.  

CLO: Examine and discuss approaches most beneficial in a text.
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NANUKU SANGAM SCHOOL
NEW TERM RE-ALIGNED

WORKSHEET 3 

Year:  5   

LESSON NOTES- CONCEPT MAP
Concept mapping or mind mapping is when you try to find meanings to a word breaking it down to
other words that are connected to your firs word.

For example: Finding a concept map of the word "trees"

Activity- Complete the Concept map given below.

WATER



2034 DFWNANNUKU SANGAM 

Subject: Mathematics    Name: ____________ 

Sangam Education Board- Online Resources 

NANUKU SANGAM SCHOOL
NEW TERM RE-ALIGNED

WORKSHEET 3 

Year:  5   

Strand: Numbers.

 Sub-strand:Decimals. 

 CLO: Explore and express multiplication and division of decimal by using 10's and 100's.

Exercise- Complete the exercise given below.



2034 NANUKU SANGAM SCHOOL 

Subject: Veika Vaka-viti    Year:  5    Name: ____________ 
STRAND Volavola kei na Bulibuli 

Sub- Strand Lawa ni Vosa 
Content Learning 

outcome 
Vakayagataka vakadodonu na veivosa kei na kena i naki ena 
gauna ni volavola.

LESSON NOTES - Vosa Veibasai

1. Rakorako - Sakasaka
2. yalo malua- yalo totolo
3. vakaturaga- vakaisi
4. tauvanua- turaga
5. vakaveivolekati- vakaveiyawaki
6. vakadodonutaka- vakacala                       
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NANUKU SANGAM SCHOOL
       NEW       LTERM  RE-ALIGNED

         WORKSHEET 3

Vosavosa Vaka-viti
a. Yalo vaka Bolatagane- tamata qaqa.
b. Era sa bale na duru vesi- Sa bale e dua na turaga bale nuitaki ka qaqa.
c. Ni mataka- gauna se bera mai.
d. Gauna ni butobuto- gauna ni veivaluvaluti ni sebera ni cabe na lotu.
e. Rau sota na bici kei na kena i kolo- Rau sota na tamata kei na nona i valavala.
f. Sa suru na belo- sa suka na cakacaka.

Cakacaka Lavaki:
A. Digitaka e 4 na vosavosa vaka-viti ka vakayataka e na dua na i yatuvosa.
Kena i Vakaraitaki:
E ra lesu ki vale na turaga ni sa suru na belo.
1. ________________________________________________________________.
2. ________________________________________________________________.
3. ________________________________________________________________.
4. ________________________________________________________________.

B. Digitaka e tolu na vosa veibasai ka vakayagataka e na dua na i yatuvosa.
Kena i Vakaraitaki:
E veivolekati na neitou vale kei Tomu i'a keitou veiyawaki kei ratou o Pita.
1. ___________________________________________________________________.
2. ___________________________________________________________________.
3. ___________________________________________________________________.
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2034 NANUKU SANGAM SCHOOL 

NEW TERM RE - ALIGNED 

WORKSHEET 3 - 2021 
 

Subject: Healthy Living            Year:  5          Name: ____________ 

 

STRAND Building Healthy Relationships 

SUB - STRAND Relationships 

CONTENT LEARNING OUTCOME Develop and practice interpersonal skills that can be 

applied across different settings 

 

Relationships 

 

- Can be defined as the connection or relation we have with others around us, like friends, family members,  

teachers 

- A loving relationship with those around us and with our families helps us grow healthy and strong 

- Not all relationships are good for us 

 

Developing Interpersonal Skills 

-Interpersonal skills are the life skills we use every day to communicate and interact with other people 

- Strong interpersonal skills help us to communicate better with others 

- Every day we pass a lot of information around.  

- We do this either by speaking or reading.  

- When you ask a question or give an answer, you are actually communicating. 

 

Interpersonal Skills 

- Listening 

- Questioning 

- Manners 

 - Say "Please" and "Thank you,"  

 - Hold doors open for other people  

 - Speak politely  

 - Give up your seat on public transportation  

 - Congratulate people  

 - Know how to greet people  

 - Groom yourself appropriately  

 - Raise our hands to answer questions 

- Self-Management  

 - This means controlling anger, hiding frustration, showing calmness, etc. 

- Assertiveness   

 - Being assertive means being able to stand up for your own or other people's rights in a calm and 

  positive way, without being either aggressive, or passively accepting 'wrong'. 

- Communication 

 - Communication is the process of transferring signals/messages between a  

 sender and a receiver through various methods (written words, nonverbal cues, spoken words).  
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Skills of Communication  

- Be confident    

- Make eye contact.  

- Use gestures.  

- Develop effective listening skills 

 - Speak clearly and don’t mumble.  

- Pronounce your words correctly 

 

Activity   

1. List two examples of interpersonal skills? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How can you improve your skills of communication? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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2034 NANUKU SANGAM SCHOOL 

TERM 3 RE-ALIGNED 

WORKSHEET 3 -2021 

 

Subject: Hindi            Year:  5            Name: ____________ 
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2034 NANUKU SANGAM SCHOOL 

NEW TERM RE - ALIGNED 

WORKSHEET 3 - 2021 
 

Subject: Social Studies           Year:  5          Name: ____________ 

 

 

STRAND Time Continuity and Change 

SUB - STRAND Understanding the past 

CONTENT LEARNING OUTCOME Compare and contrast I – Taukei ways of life before 

and after the arrival of the early europeans 

 

 

Understanding the past  

 

The Early Fijians – I -Taukei  

• The first I - Taukei are generally believed to arrive in Fiji more than 3000 years ago. 

• They travelled from island to island looking for a better place to live using their canoes called the drua. 

• Lutunasobasoba was a chief who landed with some men at Vuda on the Western coast of Viti Levu 

• They arrived in their canoe called the Kaunitoni 

• Others led by Degei settled in the coastal side of Nakauvadra Mountain. 

• The early I Taukei lived communally in bures and planted their own food and made their own tools and 

weapons from stone and wood. 

• They wore tapa and leaves to cover parts of their body. 

 

     
 

The Arrival of Europeans 

• The first European’s arrival in Fiji had been accidental. The first discovery was made in 1643 by a Dutch 

explorer, Abel Tasman. 

• The second to land on Fiji was English navigator Captain James Cook in 1774, and he also continued 

to explore the islands during the 18th century. 

• Much of the credit of the discovery and recording of the Fiji Islands went to Captain William Bligh, 

who sailed through Fiji in 1789 after the mutiny on the Bounty, a British Royal Navy ship. 

• Missionaries and sandalwood traders came around at mid-century. 

• When the Europeans missionaries arrived in Fiji, their first task was to stop cannibalism by teaching 

Christianity to the chiefs. 

• When the chiefs were converted all their people would follow them. They also learned the I -Taukei 

language so that they could easily communicate with the indigenous people. 

• They translated the Bible into the native language and taught them how to read and write. 

• Later on, they brought clothes and tools for the people to use. 
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ABEL TASMAN -1643          WILLIAM BLIGH – 1789      JAMES COOK – 1774 

 

 

 

 

Activity 

1. Name the canoe in which the first I - Taukei travelled from island to island looking 

for a better place to live in. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What was the name of Captain William Bligh’s ship? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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2034 NANUKU SANGAM SCHOOL 
NEW TERM RE-ALIGNED 

WORKSHEET 3 -2021 
 
Subject: Elementary Science           Year:  5            Name: ____________ 
 
STRAND: Matter 
SUB-STRAND: Reaction 
CLO: Gather information and practice correct waste management methods.  
  

LESSON NOTES:    

WHAT ARE POLLUTANTS 

 A substance that pollutes something especially water or the atmosphere which 

causes pollution.  

 They can be physical or chemical. 

 They involve the liquid, smoke, gases and heat etc.  

 For example: the soil need phosphate and nitrates for its fertility. They cause water 

pollution too.  

 The pollutants classifies into different types and they depend on the form existence 

and the natural disposal.  

 Dangerous gases from vehicles and industries cause air pollution.   

Types of pollutants 

 Primary pollutant - Pollutants that are formed and emitted directly from 

particular sources. Examples are particulates, carbon monoxide, nitrogen 

oxide, and sulfur oxide 

 Secondary pollutant - Pollutants that are formed in the lower atmosphere 

by chemical reactions. 

 

Air Pollution  

Secondary  

Primary  
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ACTIVITY:  

Define these words 

1. Pollutants - 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________ 

2. Draw and name 3 types of pollution  

_________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_______________________________ ________________________________ 

 

 

 




